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wednesday, october 27, 2004

about me

At the Fluxus Heidelberg Center again

Ruud Janssen
Breda, N-Br,
Netherlands

During this week I am at the Fluxus Heidelberg Center again. At the
same time the exhibition of the TAM-Rubberstamp Archive is hanging in
Moscow. I will find out when I get home in Tilburg again who visited the
exhibition and how it was like.
Ruud
posted by ruud janssen at 11:35 am | 1 comments

Ruud Janssen, Mail
Artist, publisher of
mail-interviews,
founder of the IUOMA & the TAM
Rubber Stamp Archive, and basically
all that has to do with mail art...
View my complete profile

friday, october 22, 2004

Calatog published as PDF-file

previous posts
Mail to Kat van Trollebol arrived.

On http://tampublications.blogspot.com/ , my other BLOG, you will find

Mail to Joli - Netherlands

the details of getting the .PDF file of the catalog for the exhibition of the

Mail from Joli - Utrecht - Netherlands

TAM-Rubberstamp archive at the L-Gallery in downtown Moscow, Russia.

Project by Roland Halbritter
Mail from Wilhelm Schramm Austria

Ruud
posted by ruud janssen at 10:39 am | 1 comments

thursday, october 21, 2004

More Incoming Mail Published
Fluxus People #3 and #5
Publishing Visuals
Circilaire 132 - Canada
Parastamp - Hungary

The poster made for the exhibition of the TAM Rubber Stamp Archive in
Moscow, Russia. The L-Gallery is a famous gallery in the center of
downtown Moscow. The show opens today and lasts for 2 weeks.

archives
June 2004
July 2004
August 2004
September 2004
October 2004
November 2004
December 2004
January 2005
February 2005
March 2005
April 2005
May 2005
June 2005
July 2005
August 2005
September 2005
October 2005
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November 2005
December 2005
January 2006
February 2006
March 2006
May 2006
July 2006
August 2006
September 2006
October 2006
November 2006
December 2006
January 2007
February 2007
March 2007
June 2007
August 2007
posted by ruud janssen at 9:54 pm | 3 comments

wednesday, october 20, 2004
Turk LeClair from USA, better known as Radio Free DaDa, died about a
month ago. It is sad to see old friends leave the planet. I found this
favorite stamp of him, which he used on lots of his mailings.

links to other sites:
1.

Interested in Mail-Art?

2.

Fluxus Heidelberg Center

3.

TAM-Publications Blog

4.

TAM and RUUD Findings Blog

5.

Fluxus Heidelberg Center
BLOG

Yes, there it happens again. When I look at the Bloggers that are

6.

Fluxlist Europe

popping up everywhere I notice that I tend to make a list of those 'privat

7.

Mail-Interviews Blog

diaries' of mail-artists. Whenever I get the chance I would like to 'scan'

8.

Painted CD's

them all to see if there is something new to read and/or see. Did Michael

9.

The TAM-Rubberstamp Blog

posted by ruud janssen at 9:56 pm | 0 comments

Overkill of information

publish a new piece of mail-art? Did Julie write about new fluxus bucks

10.

Nobody's Blog

that came in? Did....... And the digital voyeur has to deal with an overkill

11.

Nobody, Litsa & the Men

of information again. This because the list of Blogs just grows too large.

12.

Tomato Times

The time one has doesn't enlarge........

13.

Mail-Art Projects Overview

14.

TAM was HERE, Mail-Art
project 1983-1986 by
Ruud Janssen

Natural selection is the result. I only follow the most interesting Blogs, or
the persons I feel connected to, or think that they have to tell me
something interesting.
Aha. It only happened so fast on this Internet. Normaly with snail-mail it
takes months or years to be confronted with "too much" mail. On the

links to other blog's
related to mail-art:

Internet it cvan happen in just a week.
1.

The A1 Mail Art Archive

The nice thing about the statistics is that one can actually see if there

2.

Ed Giecek - USA

are more digital voyeurs in the Blog-scene.........

3.

Flobberlob

4.

NOBODY's Blog

Ruud

5.

Exile on Mainstreet - Buz
Blurr

posted by ruud janssen at 9:40 pm | 3 comments

6.

Kiyotei

7.

Hazel

8.

ex posto facto

sunday, october 17, 2004
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This envelope I received from Joki. He even designed the special

9.

artistamps for my project "TAM is everywhere' which I did in the

10.

Honoria
JC Synthetics

beginning of the 90-ies. Due to a sailing-accident Joki died years ago.

11.

Jonathan Stangroom

His works are in all those mail-art archives and this image is just to show

12.

Frips

you a small fraction of all he did.

13.

5.000.000 Copies

14.

Digital Mail-Art

posted by ruud janssen at 10:29 pm | 2 comments

TAM-Publications

15.

Dadavark Photo Log

16.

qbdp BLOG (Geof Huth)

17.

Roger Stevens

18.

Obscure Reactions

19.

Syvia Sometimes Blog

20.

The Poetry Postcard Project

21.

Painted CD's by Ruud Janssen

22.

Jukka(-Pekka Kervinen) BLOG

23.

Bentspoon - Ross Priddle

24.

Pelican Dreaming

25.

Ed's Project 64 years Dylan

26.

Non Lineair Poetry

27.

Anabasis

28.

Crag Hills Poetry Score

publications planned, like the catalogue for the exhibition of the TAM -

29.

Qpidoremix Photothing

Rubber Stamp Archive at L-Gallery in Mocsow, Russia and the

30.

Mark Bloch - The PanModern

publication in connection to my 25 years in Mail-Art.

31.

BLOG by Pierpaollo - Italy

32.

R.F. Cote - Canada

33.

Nico van Hoorn - Mail Art

34.

Special BLOG for Joseph W.
Huber (DDR)

35.

Mail-Art by Jassy Lupa

At my 2nd blog: http://tampublications.blogspot.com/ you can find all
information connected to the publications that I issue. There are some

Ruud
posted by ruud janssen at 10:22 pm | 0 comments

saturday, october 16, 2004

36.

The Sideshowpost BLOG

37.

The Fluxus Blog - Allan R.

38.

Vanessa Holt

on his site at: http://www.sztuka-fabryka.be/ , where he constantly lists

39.

New Art Blog

his latest news. He included two of my envelopes. Check his site to see

40.

Bern Porter International by
Sheila Holz

41.

Geert de Decker - Sztuka
Fabryka

42.

Pippoburro

Enveloppe I sent to Geert de Decker (Belgium) in 1992, 12 years ago. It
was in the Networker Congress Year 1992. Geert published the visuals

the rest and his large electronic archive.

posted by ruud janssen at 7:08 pm | 0 comments
This Dutch message was chooses as message of the week at http://de-

43.

Cresent House BLOG

44.

The Post Secret BLOG

45.

Jennifer Barger - FROG and
TOADS

46.

Elektronic Engel Project for
Guillermo Deisler

47.

Jenny de Groot's BLOG

48.

Ray Johnson Blogspot

49.

Mail Boxes BLOG

50.

Crispin Webb Vlog - with
audio and video

51.

Latuff's Blog

52.

Curios Things by Michael
Leigh (UK)

53.

The Dream Project - by
Pierpaolo (I)

54.

Alan Bowman Ramblings

dienst.nl (government the Netherlands).

http://iuoma.blogspot.com/2004_10_01_archive.html

55.

Chopped Livre

56.

Snail Mail-Art wanted by Troy

57.

Jim Leftwicht - TExt Image
Text

58.

Visual Poetry Clippings by
Geof Huth
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59.

Fat red Ant

61.

Lara Barletta

62.

The Artists Books overview

63.

Toner Works by Reed Altemus

64.

Carla Cryptic

65.

Friour Magazine (Guido
Vermeulen)

66.

Fluxlist BLOG!

67.

Nobody, Litsa and the Men

68.

Jean-Noel-Potte (France)

69.

Maxi Boyd Blog

70.

LezBag Blog

71.

Mail Art Gallery by Carmen

72.

Blog of Fluxus Heidelberg
Center

73.

Blog by Lois Klassen

74.

TAM Rubberstamp Archive

posted by ruud janssen at 7:00 pm | 0 comments

thursday, october 14, 2004
Digital art. Actually part of a contribution I made for Galantai's exhibition
about the 4th dimension. The fourth dimension being money. Money
moving over the time while captured by my scanner. I made a series of
digital images. Printed them on a colour-laser printer and made a
booklet out of the prints. That was my contribution and was sent out last
month.

posted by ruud janssen at 8:18 pm | 1 comments

Public transport on strike
Well, these things happen too. In the Netherlands the complete Public
Transport is on strike. Because I also travel by train to my work
therefore I am stuck at home. But because of the flexibility of my work I
can also work at home with the connection to Internet. Most of my
students are stuck at home as well, but we arranges that everybody can
work at home and we keep each other informed through our Online
School Platform.

False Address Blog

60.

75.

Sidney Tome - Brasil

76.

Thierry Tillier - Belgium

77.

Po Brutus - Belgium

78.

The postman always rings
Twice - Renee Wagemans

79.

Serendipityart Blog

80.

David Baptiste Chirot Blog

81.

Ashley Walker Mail-Art Blog

82.

Sanarena-Arenasand

83.

Mail-Mania 2

84.

Benoit Piret (Ben Tripe)

85.

TAM was here project (19831986)

86.

The MARS Project

87.

The Monster Mail-Art Swap

88.

Confess Your Sins Project

89.

The blog of Dan Waber - USA

90.

Hans Braumueller - Germany

91.

Alyonka - Russian Mail-Art

92.

Stamp Collecting Round Up

93.

Increadible Green Cat

94.

Rico di Parigi

95.

What About Croxhapox

96.

Jean Noel Potte - De
Spookrijder

97.

Share your Wisdom

98.

Valeria Zunzun

99.

Bolletino Mondo Mail-Art

100.

Albatroz Blog 4 Ever

101.

Poste Resistante - Finland

102.

Alyonka Mail-ARt Project

103.

Mr. Potani's Blog

104.

Wimplet Blog

105.

My Land Snake

New ways of work. I am now an a break from work, so I am checking my

106.

Art Sanatorium

privat e-mail accounts and other stuff....

107.

Goddessy-Art LiveJournal

108.

The Sorting Office

109.

We Are One Human Family

110.

Teachers for Mail-Art

111.

William A. - Brasil

112.

Bad Words and Wacky Stuff

Ruud
posted by ruud janssen at 1:08 pm | 1 comments

tuesday, october 12, 2004
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Here is the envelope that I received from Joseph (Josofa), so you can

113.

Goddelijke Gladiolen (NL)

read his contact address as well.

114.

ATC Room.

115.

Tricia Burr - Russia

116.

Magenta Raves

117.

Andreas Hofer Project

118.

Handy Postcards (A1)

119.

Let your Postcards do the
walking (A1)

120.

Socks Blog Germany

121.

Guerrilla Art Blog

122.

Sharon Zimmer's Blog - MailArt Network

linklist updated: 12th August 2007.
posted by ruud janssen at 6:41 pm | 6 comments

If you know of a blog on mail-art
that isn't on this list, please send me
an e-mail at info at iuoma dot org.

inside card from Josofa. Actually I am not aware that I am doing a
TAM/Trading Art project. Actually I am NOT. But since he likes so much
to see back what he sent me, I am publishing this card here. You can
reach him at sofaone@unisonmedia.net

posted by ruud janssen at 6:39 pm | 0 comments

monday, october 11, 2004
Lancilotto Bellini from Italy sent me a few digital images as well. Seems I
made this enveloppe back in 1997. Yes, I worked a lot with ink in those
years. Thanks Lancilotto!

posted by ruud janssen at 8:27 pm | 3 comments
Yes, always enjoy getting one of Roy's photocards / Photomail. This
photo I received today. Funny enough two mailing from NY today. It
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seems Roy is one of the visitors of my BLOG, so I thought of surprising
him with letting him know this way his card arrived and is very much
appreciated.

posted by ruud janssen at 8:17 pm | 0 comments
Back-side of the card I received from Roy Arenella today. yes, he is
right. All the painted envelopes he received lately already are digitized
on my scanner.

posted by ruud janssen at 8:15 pm | 0 comments
This envelope I received today from E.F.Higgins - Doo Da Postage Works
today. The envelope contained a booklet of his 3rd International DOO DA
STAMP INVITE project with lots of artistamps in them. A nice addition to
my TAM-Archive.

posted by ruud janssen at 8:13 pm | 1 comments
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sunday, october 10, 2004

Links and New updates for you
A good set of links for visitors here: To find updates I am responsible for
on the Internet go to : http://www.fluxusheidelberg.org/updates.html
where the information for the Fluxus Heidelberg Center (Germany).
There you can -for instance- find the latest calendar-drawing by Litsa
Spathi at: http://www.fluxusheidelberg.org/sep2004c.html.
Some find it difficult to see how things are interconnected. Once again
an explenation. The Fluxus Heidelberg Center was founded by Litsa
Spathi and me in 2003.There we work together to document out Fluxusactivities. This isn't a mail-art activity. My mail-art activities are mostly
documented at: http://www.iuoma.org/ and on that site there is also a
list
with updates to guide you through the latest additions at:
http://www.iuoma.org/updates.html. As for my partner, Litsa Spathi,
she has her own site as well located at:
http://www.geocities.com/nobodypress/
And what is this BLOG located at http://iuoma.blogspot.com all about?
Quite simple. Here I tell you about how all things that are happening in
my life come together. I could tell you for instance where I work by
pointing you at: http://www.baroniecollege.nl , where at one of the
departments I am responsible for the development of educational
material and am coördinating several things. Or I could direct you to the
thesis by Michael Lumb at:
http://www.fortunecity.com/victorian/palace/62/index.html which I put
online ion 1998. Unfortunately I don't have the access-codes of that site
anymore, because the mailing-address of Michael Lumb has changed
again and I would liked to have changed that.
As it is clear to me, I am fully interlinked on the INTERNET. How to keep
track of it all. It is just a matter of investing time and keeping an overall
view of the whole structure. In the publication I am writing for that 25
years in Mail-Art, I actually devote a chapter on these sites and their
structures.
For people who want to know about mail-art project, I can direct them to
2 links. One is an overview of projects that anybody can place (YOU
TOO), located at: http://forum.onecenter.com/iuoma/ and the other link
is the IUOMA-group located at: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/iuoma/
where you first have to become a member. There the IUOMA-members
exchange messages, photos, files, polls, and lots more.
Ruud
posted by ruud janssen at 6:04 pm | 0 comments
This emvelope I sent to Jonathan Stangroom several years ago. Thanks
to Syl it is now returned in digital format to me. I will use these returned
digital files to illustrate the publication that will be issued on occasion of
my 25 active years in Mail-Art.
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posted by ruud janssen at 6:01 pm | 1 comments
This button was made by me somewhere in the early beginning of the
80-ies, might be 1982. I just sent two of them to the Museum of
temporary art, and one is now located in compartment #11. Have a look
at the museum at http://www.museum-of-temporary-art.com/ and find
out how lovely this museum is.

posted by ruud janssen at 1:41 pm | 0 comments

friday, october 08, 2004
A recently painted series of 2 envelopes that will go out this weekend to
Heidelberg. A typical sample of the series I made these last weeks.

posted by ruud janssen at 10:59 pm | 2 comments
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thursday, october 07, 2004
A sample of a Fluxus Buck that I designed for Julie (ex posto facto) and
sent to her back in 1996.

posted by ruud janssen at 10:17 pm | 2 comments

Julie online
Yes, another mail-artist online with a BLOG. have a look at:
http://jjsblog1.blogspot.com/ and find the start of Julie's BLOG. She
started the Fluxus Bucks, and now you can observe her daily writings
online and react to her personally.......
Ruud
posted by ruud janssen at 10:11 pm | 1 comments

tuesday, october 05, 2004

Mail from Micael Leigh
Today I received an e-mail from Michael Leigh (UK), check out his BLOG
at http://flobberlob.blogspot.com/ as well. He has now also a statistical
programm installed, so will know who goes where and from where and
so on.
The image he sent me was of a large envelope I sent to him somewhere
in the middle of the 90-ies. I have a visual memory, so actually
remember the envelope. Even when I send out thousands each year.
The envelope was larger than his scanner, but still it is nice to have this
flash-back. I will use this scann for sure somewhere in a publication.
Michael wrote he found the envelope by chance. probably because of its
size it was easy to find.I will now have to return the favour. I will have to
go through my archive and have to find some of Michaels collage-works.
I must have lots of them somewhere, but finding things in a huge
collection isn't always easy.
But Michael, I will go for it, and will find something for sure!
Ruud
posted by ruud janssen at 6:28 pm | 2 comments
Envelope Ruud made in the 90-ies and sent to Michael Leigh, UK.
Returned in digital form in October 2004 to Ruud Janssen.
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posted by ruud janssen at 6:26 pm | 1 comments

sunday, october 03, 2004
After publishing the text below I took a photo of my laptop on which I
work. The photo was taken with the MC60 phone/camera. I instantly emailed the photo to my e-mail address, went to my e-mail program and
downloaded the image. Then Converted the file from BMP to JPEG file,
and uploaded with Hello to my Blogger. That is how it works and it
means I can instantly publish images from wherever I am with the new
digital phone/camera MC60. Isn´t that a luxury..... This test shows it
works.

posted by ruud janssen at 1:48 pm | 0 comments

25-YEARS Publication
The 25 years in Mail-Art cellebration is next year. For that occasion I am
writing a publication. It promisses to be a thick one. The first concepts
indicate that it will be over 100 pages long. As illustrations I will use the
images I receive from the Mail-Art network for which I asked. I will keep
you informed. The book will come out somewhere in 2005.
Ruud
posted by ruud janssen at 1:26 pm | 0 comments

saturday, october 02, 2004

Photo via MMS - It works!
With my new MC60 I just sent an MMS to my own e-mail address, and it
works!
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Let me explain the specifics. The MC60 is just a mobile phone with digital
camera. An MMS is a Multimedia Message Service (which can be a text
with audio, picture of video). In the internal phonebook of the mobile I
added my e-mail address. Took a photo, and sent it to the e-mail
address. Voila. A photo just arrived.
For future communication this has a nice swing. When I am at my P.O.
Box and find a letter, I could take a photo of it while holding it, and email it to the sender. That way he gets an instant reply.
Yes, the new communication forms make life a happening on its own.
Life is in a Flux.
Ruud
posted by ruud janssen at 11:21 pm | 2 comments

Taking photos while on the move
For years now I have a digital camera. I have taken thousands of digital
photos every year, and now there is a new digital gadget that entered
my home: A Siemens MC60. A beautiful design, especially because of
the Cross in the design. Remembers me of how we play with that cross
at the Fluxus Heidelberg Center (http://www.fluxusheidelberg.org),
where we already published about 400 of our photos. Mostly photos
taken while Litsa Spathi & I were on the move for a performances
somewhere in Europe.
Now I will find out how this new toy works and if I can publish the
photos it takes. I van actually send them straight away to someone with
the same MMS - possibility.
Ruud
posted by ruud janssen at 9:48 pm | 2 comments

my new MC60 mobile phone with camera.

posted by ruud janssen at 9:47 pm | 0 comments

Visitors to this BLOG
Never knew there were so many visitors for this BLOG. The statistical
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programm is now running for about 6 hours, and besides my 8 hits to
test the HTML-code, I noticed when I looked at the list these six hours
later, there were already 30 hits registered. These programms also show
from where the visitors come. That will be the funniest part. It seems a
lot of people go from BLOG to BLOG. Yes, an interesting way to go
through the diaries that people leave on the internet. One just has to
click on the "next blog" item, and one is in someones elses life.
A fascinating aspect of this BLOG-thing. Also one can look at the profiles
of the persons who produced the blogs. The interests are gathered in
lists, so you can find easily blogs of people with the same interests.
Therefore I hope all mail-artists put in their "interest in"- part, the
subject Mail-Art and/or Mail Art (yes, the programm sees these as two
different words), so the interested people can go from Blog to Blog.
Michael Leigh even made a list of BLOG's on his BLOG, so the circle of
contacts he is communicating with is available for all visitors.
New ways of communication are blooming....
Ruud
posted by ruud janssen at 8:13 pm | 1 comments

Statistics
More and more mail-artists start their BLOG. It is funny. The mail-art
turns really into communication-art and all forms are integrating. The
snail-mail and e-mails are comined in these personal BLOG's where
others can leave their comments as well.
Because it is 'booming' buisiness, I am also interesting in how this
development goes. Therefore - after searchib the structure of the BLOGI added a statistical attachement to my blog so I can see who came,
from where, and how many there were, etc.....
You can actually also access these statistics because they have a link at
the bottom of my BLOG. Are there many visitors? I will have a look in
the next weeks & months.....
Ruud
posted by ruud janssen at 2:56 pm | 10 comments

friday, october 01, 2004
First contribution. The TAM-Bulletin sent to Clemente Padin in Uruguay,
1985.
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posted by ruud janssen at 10:00 pm | 1 comments

Clemente Padin's first contribution
When I asked of digital files made of my older envelopes I knew that I
would be in for a surprise. Clemente Padin, Uruguay, sent me a scan
from a TAM-Bulletin that I issued back in 1985. Actually this is the first
time I see how these bulletins arrived at the receivers end. The TAMBulletin send without envelope with 120 cents on postage on it. It was #
064 of 300, and I will surely use this image in the documentation I plan
for my 25-year celebration in mail-art.
Michael Leigh suggested that we should exchange digital files of the
envelopes we have from eachother. A nice thought, but when I think of
what I have here in Tilburg I musn't think of scanning it all. I did promiss
him though that exchange is no problem, but to stirr things up a bit I
sent him a digital image of an envelope he will only get in a few days.
I like to play with these communication-forms. Mail-Art for me is more
Communication-Art as I wrote once. The fact that a digital image is so
quick doesn't make the digital form better. The acrylic painted envelop
Michael will get has a specific structure and feel. Than I can only sent by
the trdition mail.......
Ruud
posted by ruud janssen at 4:02 pm | 3 comments

(c) 2004-2007 by TAM & IUOMA.
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